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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AMENDMENT BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 1 September. 

HON RAY HALLIGAN (North Metropolitan) [11.41 am]:  We are dealing with the Industrial Relations 
Amendment Bill 2005.  Members of the previous Parliament will be aware of the issues that were debated last 
year on the Workers’ Compensation Reform Bill and prior to that.  On this occasion we are being asked, 
according to the second reading speech, to make some amendments regarding an acting president of the Western 
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  We are being asked also to facilitate the smooth transition from 
one committee member to the next, to designate the chief commissioner as head of the commission, and to 
amend the industrial inspector’s powers.  I will not refer to each of those areas in great detail at this time; I will 
do that when we go into committee. 
The second reading speech begins by stating -  

The bill’s brevity is certainly no measure of its significance.  This is a very significant bill that 
demonstrates the Gallop government’s commitment to the state’s industrial relations system. 

We know about the ideological bent that the Labor Party has in the area of industrial relations and that members 
on this side of the chamber quite often disagree with the Labor government’s approach to this issue.  At the end 
of the day we are all looking for equity and balance; we want everyone to be happy.  However, we on this side of 
the chamber do not believe that what the Labor government is doing will provide that.  We have had this type of 
debate on innumerable occasions and I am sure that we will continue to debate these issues in the future.  We are 
trying to make the government understand where we are coming from.  We have a fair idea of where the 
government, and particularly those who not only support but also guide the government, are coming from.  I 
refer, of course, to the unions.  The industrial relations system that this government appears to want to provide to 
the workers of Western Australia has been put together by a number of union heavies.  They are heavies in more 
ways than one.  Joe McDonald has been to court in the past week and was fined over certain issues.  He is intent 
on continuing to go down the path that resulted in his appearance in court.  It does not look good to the general 
community that he can flout our laws and even those laws that the Labor government often pushes through this 
Parliament.  Even the Labor government’s own members and the likes of Joe McDonald flout those laws.  The 
government is saying that it does have and wants to have an industrial relations system that is the best there can 
be.  At some stage I would like the minister in charge of this bill to respond by telling the workers and everyone 
in Western Australia whether this Labor government firmly believes that what we have is the best industrial 
relations system that the government can offer and a fair and equitable system for all concerned.  Members on 
this side of the chamber do not believe that to be the case.   

We are being asked to make certain amendments to the Industrial Relations Act.  It has been said that had it not 
been for the retirement on 5 October this year of the current President of the WAIRC, Hon P. J. Sharkey, this bill 
may not have been before us.  One might very well ask why the president of the commission is retiring.  I will 
ask the minister to expand on that.  I will make some assumptions from my quick reading.  It appears that he 
may have reached the retirement age of 65.  That being the case, it appears that the government has found that 
the current legislation does not provide for that president’s position to be left vacant and for someone to be 
appointed to act in that position.  During the committee stage I will go into more detail about how I would like 
the minister to explain why the government is going down this path and why the government has found it 
necessary to suggest a term of two years.  Admittedly, it has been suggested that the person appointed to the 
acting position can occupy the position for up to a maximum of two years.  Some explanation is required.  I am 
sure that the government has something in mind.  I hope that it has not put together this legislation in a manner 
that is not totally meaningful, logical and rational.  We appear to have before us legislation which has been 
around for a considerable time and onto which these types of add-ons have been attached.  The government has 
told us that even this is not the end of the add-ons; rather, it is the beginning.  It is a transition.  Yet again it is 
another add-on.  The government not only is adjusting legislation that appears to not allow it to do what it wishes 
in filling the role of president after 5 October, but also is going down the path of adopting recommendations that 
were apparently provided by two reviews.  I will talk about that a little later.  Again, as I said, these are 
piecemeal amendments.  I believe it is incumbent upon the government to explain to the house exactly what it 
has in mind when it says that this wonderful system that it believes it can provide will be available to all, rather 
than what must be utilised at present.   

I mentioned the two reviews.  I will name them for the purpose of Hansard.  The first review was apparently in 
July 1995.  It was known as the Fielding review.  It was undertaken by Commissioner G.L. Fielding and was 
entitled the “Review of Western Australian Labour Relations Legislation”.  A further review was undertaken by 
Dr Sally Cawley and was entitled “The Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the Western Australian Industrial 
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Relations Commission”.  It appears that that report is dated January 2003.  Perhaps the minister would be good 
enough to advise the house of the recommendations of those two reviews, which of those recommendations the 
government has agreed to, which of those agreed recommendations the government has implemented, which of 
those agreed recommendations it has yet to implement and when they will be implemented.   

I have some concerns about the government’s method of amending this legislation.  We do not know exactly 
what will happen.  At present there is a president, a chief commissioner, a number of commissioners and a full 
bench - in fact, I understand there are two full benches.  Therefore, there is, for want of a better term, a 
conglomeration that can be made into all manner of vehicles to undertake reviews and the like.  It would be 
handy, certainly for me, if at some stage the minister could possibly show us a flow chart of the existing 
positions, and the changes the government proposes to implement.  With all the verbiage that has been placed 
before us - we have an act and amendments, and we are told there will be further amendments - it can be quite 
difficult on occasions to envisage exactly what the government proposes.   

Of course, the government is concerned about what is happening in Canberra.  I must admit that we all are.  
However, the government appears to be waiting some little time to determine what it will do.  It is waiting for 
the Howard government in Canberra to finally determine exactly what the federal industrial relations situation 
will be.  As that is being taken into consideration by this government, it will possibly influence the form that the 
government expects the state system to take.  I am sure the government will have a before and after scenario, 
depending on what happens in Canberra.  Again, the government needs to explain a great deal to the house about 
what it proposes to provide to the workers and the employers of this state and what it has in mind.  It may have a 
number of scenarios, depending on what happens in Canberra.  It is particularly important that the government 
advise this house of that, because we are being asked to agree to a bill which is before us at present but which I 
find does not answer any number of questions.  After I have specifically asked those questions at the committee 
stage, I am sure the minister will be able to provide some clarification.  I sincerely hope that he does.   

There has been talk of the two reviews and the fact that both of them apparently recommended the abolition of 
the full bench and the president’s position.  I spoke of one review reporting in 1995 and the other in 2003.  It has 
taken some considerable time for the government to accept the recommendations of those reviews.  The 
government needs to explain why it has taken so long. 

The facilitation of the smooth transition from one commission member to the next seems to be quite reasonable.  
When a commissioner who is dealing with an ongoing matter retires, there are provisions in the act and in the 
amendments in the bill to facilitate that commissioner continuing to deal with an issue until it is finalised.  That 
sounds fair and reasonable.  One expects that the age limit of 65 may very well come into it as well.  I am not 
sure what would happen if a commissioner reached the age of 65 before a matter was concluded.  However, I am 
sure that the commissioners and the chief commissioner would take all that into consideration.  One would 
expect them to.  However, I would like some clarification of that from the minister. 

It has been said that the chief commissioner will be designated the head of the commission.  The bill goes into 
some detail about the chief commissioner being responsible for the administration of the commission.  I draw the 
minister’s attention to clause 4 of the bill, which amends section 16 of the act.  Although I am aware that 
headings of sections are not part of the act, the heading of section 16 is “Powers and duties of President and 
Chief Commissioner”, yet in the subsections there is no reference to powers or duties of the president.  
Therefore, in view of these amendments, what will be the role of the president during this transitional phase?   

Clause 6 of the bill, which deals with section 17 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, provides that an acting 
president can be appointed when the office of president is vacant.  As I mentioned before, the bill seeks to amend 
section 17 to allow for an acting president to be appointed for no longer than two years.  I wonder why a two-
year period is being utilised in this instance.  It also states that an individual so appointed is eligible for 
reappointment, but there is no mention of the period for which that person may be reappointed.  Will the minister 
explain what the reappointment period will be; and, if there is no set period, why not?   

Clause 7 deals with section 18 of the act.  Under this provision, a duplication of positions may occur because if a 
member of the commission retires but is allowed to remain in his or her position until a matter is concluded, that 
position can be filled.  That is fine.  However, again I wonder what this monster - I have to call it a monster - is 
starting to look like.  That is why earlier in the debate I asked the minister to provide some idea of the system 
that we will have at the end of the day, because although we are trying to reach the stage of having a chief 
commissioner instead of a president, we have a situation in which the chief commissioner can delegate his or her 
role to another commissioner.  How many members will be required?  I think three was mentioned in one 
instance.  I wonder - we definitely need to know this - what it is we will end up with not only after these 
amendments are made, but also at the end of the day.  In what direction is the government heading?  

The bill will extend the industrial inspectors’ powers.  It would be safe to say that we on this side of the house 
agree generally with what is proposed.  What we have always been concerned about is a heavy-handed person, 
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whether he or she be an employer, employee, industrial inspector or a union member.  The need to increase the 
industrial inspectors’ powers was mentioned in the second reading speech, which reads -  

Although industrial inspectors may bring enforcement proceedings, they do not have full access to their 
powers under the Industrial Relations Act -  

I do not know what full access means in that instance -  

to actually investigate suspected breaches.  

However, section 98(2) of the act states -  

Subject to this Act, an Industrial Inspector shall perform such duties and shall make such investigations 
and reports in relation to the observance of the provisions of this Act, . . .  

The minister might like to explain exactly what is meant by that.  It may come down to that “full access”.  
However, there is no explanation about what that means or what, over and above what is already provided for in 
section 98(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, must apply.  

Certain areas of the bill deal with the minimum condition of employment and employer-employee agreements, 
which is a path that we have been down before.  It would be interesting to know - although it has peripheral 
bearing on this legislation - how well the EEAs are going.  We were told that they would take the place of 
workplace agreements.  Hon John Kobelke assured everyone that they were far better than workplace 
agreements.  My understanding is that few have been taken up.  People have been and are of the mind that the 
intent of the government was to have in place employer-employee agreements that it knew full well nobody 
would want.  The ideology was to get rid of workplace agreements.  As we know, the government was quite 
successful in doing that to the detriment of both employers and employees in Western Australia.   

The Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 refers to the word “implied”, and interesting aspects are 
associated with its use.  An EEA is supposed to be a written agreement that must be registered.  If I recall 
correctly, when the legislation went through this place, we understood that both sides had to agree and that the 
registrar had to ensure that the agreement was in keeping with certain aspects of the act.  Under this bill, 
industrial inspectors will be given further powers to look for implied conditions.  This all relates to section 5 of 
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  However, it does not outline what all the implications are.  
Indeed, one has to go right through the act to find out what the inspectors will look for.  All this should be done 
prior to the registration of an agreement.  It appears to be another safety net.  There is nothing wrong with safety 
nets normally.  Let us hope that it is not an imposition whereby EEAs turn out to be a sham and we are required 
to return to a system of awards and other conditions that employers and employees do not agree to.  Of course, 
that was the whole purpose of workplace agreements.  They were legitimate contracts, albeit I will not deny that 
some were illegitimate.  However, as is usually the case, they were the exception rather than the rule.  Then this 
government took office and knocked them all out with a sledgehammer.  The government is now claiming that 
employers and employees have choice.  The government complained about workplace agreements and said that 
they did not provide choice.  I suggest that that is exactly the situation now.  Workers have no choice.  The 
employer-employee agreements are a sham; nobody wants them.  The government is happy about that because 
people have had to work under award conditions and take up union membership.  That situation has been 
orchestrated over the past few years.  As we found early in this government’s first term, the unions are happy 
with the situation.  The minister will recall that immediately following the 2001 election, banners containing the 
words “No ticket, no start” began flying from buildings around Perth.  The unions were particularly happy.  I am 
sure they are far happier now.  That is why someone of Joe McDonald’s ilk could flout the law after being 
convicted and fined, even though he knew that his actions were not in accordance with an act of Parliament.  
That did not concern him, and the banners with “No ticket, no start” continue to fly.  It amounts to union heavies 
walking away after being fined in court and saying that they will continue to offend.  Of course Joe McDonald 
can claim that he is protecting his members’ rights.  Anyone can say that.  Why are laws in place under which it 
can be ruled that Joe McDonald’s interpretation of the law was incorrect?  He was fined because his 
interpretation of the law was incorrect.  Nonetheless, he says it does not worry him and he will continue to flout 
the law.  That is the industrial relations climate that prevails under this government.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  He has good character references, though!   

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  That is by the bye.  We can have good character references, but if it has been proved 
that we have broken the law, surely we must take a good look at ourselves in the mirror and decide to do things 
differently.  In light of that, I do not want to hear any government member talk about the chap who was charged 
for the nineteenth time with drink-driving.  Michelle Roberts put up her hand and said that that should not be 
allowed because it was wrong.  However, that man continued to break the law.  I have not heard government 
members say one word against Joe McDonald, yet he continues to break the law.  The government’s silence 
reflects its hypocrisy.  It is governing not for all Western Australians but for just a few of the government’s 
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mates with the attitude, “She’ll be right, mate, do what you like, don’t worry about what’s in the law, and if you 
have to go to court and are found guilty, we’ll back you.”  That is the type of industrial relations system 
established in this state by a government that does not care.  

Although the opposition will not oppose the bills, we want to place certain matters on the public record and seek 
explanations.  The government has its reasons for going down this path but it is incumbent upon the government 
to explain why.  As we have heard repeatedly, the government does not consult on these issues.  I have heard 
that said about another bill before the house today.  I have been hearing for more than four years from people in 
the community that this government does not consult.  The government may believe it consults; it claims that it 
talks to a number of people and that it has contacted stakeholders.  However, that does not necessarily mean it 
has consulted all stakeholders.  People are becoming sick and tired of not being consulted; they want to have an 
input into what this government will impose on them in years to come.  As I said, the opposition will not oppose 
the bill, but we want answers.  Given the government’s lack of consultation, this is the ideal forum in which to 
ensure that information is placed on the public record so that it is available to everyone.  Hopefully, we can ask 
questions that will provide meaningful answers for those who have been expressing their concerns.  I look 
forward to the minister’s providing some of that information at a later stage.   

I understand also that some administrative issues need to be addressed about where the commission will obtain 
its resources.  I believe a department of the registrar will be established.  I understand that the resources can be 
provided from other sources.  The minister might explain that situation.  I raise that because of previous issues 
concerning the Finance Brokers Supervisory Board, which relied on the Department of Fair Trading to provide 
resources.  The board did not bother to ask for resources and suggested that the department would not provide 
them.  Consequently, the board was unable to comply with the act.  I am concerned about that aspect of this bill.  
I would like the minister to assure me that the commission will be able to obtain all the resources it requires and 
that it will not face the sorts of problems that plagued the Finance Brokers Supervisory Board before it was 
disbanded.   

I believe I have alerted the minister to the majority of issues on which we will seek answers.  The nature of those 
answers will determine whether we will ask further questions. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [12.19 pm]:  The Greens (WA) support the bill.  I have had an 
opportunity to be briefed on the bill and I understand that it will amend the Industrial Relations Act 1979 to 
achieve certain things.  The bill will enable the appointment of an Acting President of the Western Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission for a period of up to two years; enable the government to both extend a 
commission member’s period of office and appoint a new member to that office in prescribed circumstances; 
allow the designation of the chief commissioner as administrative head of the commission; clarify that the chief 
commissioner may reconstitute the commission once proceedings have commenced; enable the chief 
commissioner to delegate any of his powers or duties under the Industrial Relations Act to other commission 
members; and clarify that industrial inspectors may use their investigation powers under the IR act for the 
purposes of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 or any other act that confers functions upon 
them.   

I also understand that, in some respects, this is a bit of a stop-gap bill in that the federal government has 
foreshadowed some major changes to industrial relations, none of which the Greens are likely to be happy about.  
The Labor government is awaiting the outcome of those federal changes before undertaking more 
comprehensive amendments to the state’s Industrial Relations Act 1979.  I agree that that is a logical thing to do.  
However, I understand that there is some urgency to pass this bill as the current term of the president of the 
commission expires on 5 October this year when he retires.  Therefore, the bill needs to be passed through the 
house in a timely fashion.   

Not surprisingly, the second reading speech contained a fair amount of enthusiastic support for the state’s 
Industrial Relations Commission.  I have taken some advice from members within the Greens who are also very 
much involved in the union movement, and they assure me that they are happy with the bill and that its 
provisions are an improvement.  Therefore, the Greens will support the bill.   

HON JON FORD (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Fisheries) [12.22 pm]:  As members have said, the 
need for this bill has arisen as a result of the impending retirement of the President of the Industrial Relations 
Commission on 5 October 2005.  The bill will put in place a number of measures to allow further amendments 
that were recommended in two reports by Commissioner G.L. Fielding and Dr Sally Cawley to be made in time.  
The reports recommended that the commission be restructured to abolish the full bench and the president’s 
position, and that the chief commissioner be designated as head of the commission.  We are attempting to do that 
and to facilitate some further changes down the track.  We would have liked to do it all in one step but, as both 
of the members who have spoken have mentioned, we are awaiting the final position of the commonwealth on its 
industrial relations bill to see how it will affect the Western Australian situation so that we can design a new bill 
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that works in conjunction with the commonwealth bill.  The government consulted on this issue with employers, 
commissioners, unions and other stakeholders and generally found that they were supportive of what it is doing.  

Under the Industrial Relations Act, the president is appointed with tenure.  Of course, if we appointed the next 
president on 5 October, his or her tenure would go past the time at which we want to dissolve the president’s 
position as per the recommendation.  A two-year tenure seems appropriate.  If it takes a bit longer than that to 
implement the recommendation, there are provisions that will allow an extension of the position.  The bill also 
seeks to clarify the roles of the chief commissioner and the president, particularly with regard to who is 
responsible for administration.  From time to time there has been some confusion or conflict about who is 
responsible for certain matters.  The bill seeks to clarify that situation by giving responsibility to the chief 
commissioner.  The responsibilities relate to administrative matters such as work-related travel arrangements of 
other commission members, requests for leave of absence by commission members, the purchase of work-related 
equipment and resources such as computers and motor vehicles, and requesting or coordinating support provided 
by the Department of the Registrar to commission members.  However, the chief executive officer of the 
Department of the Registrar will retain responsibility for managing his own staff.  That was the resource issue 
raised by Hon Ray Halligan.   

The bill allows for the full bench to be reconstituted if a member retires in the middle of a full bench hearing.  
There have been a couple of cases, but one comes to mind in which an argument was put that, because a matter 
had been going on for a long time and a member of the commission had retired, the whole process should start 
again.  The bill clarifies the position; that is, the chief commissioner can appoint another member to take on that 
role and allow the full bench to be reconstituted if he considers that to be the best way forward.  The bill also 
allows for commissioners who are retiring, for whatever reason - they may have reached the mandatory 
retirement age or be retiring due to health matters - but who may be able to carry on some of their functions, to 
extend their time to deal with ongoing matters.  However, it precludes such commissioners from taking on new 
matters.  Hon Ray Halligan spoke about the overlap.  The position can be backfilled to allow a commissioner to 
carry on with matters so that there is a seamless transition between a new member and a retiring member.   

The bill certainly clarifies the position of industrial inspectors in that it will allow them to investigate.  The 
member talked about implied conditions.  It is currently difficult for an industrial inspector to ascertain many 
facts on matters that are implied; for example, if someone says there is a problem with this or a problem with 
that.  It will allow the inspector to carry out a proper investigation and make appropriate recommendations to 
work in favour of both employees and employers.  I cannot imagine an industrial inspector carrying on a dispute 
with an employer to the level outlined in the examples provided by Hon Ray Halligan.  Inspectors are employed 
by the agency and are expected to carry out their roles in a professional manner. 

The member’s comments about employer-employee agreements are not relevant to this bill.  I am tempted to 
respond to his comment - he threw a bait across the chamber - that EEAs were included because they will not 
work.  The consultation period indicated that people wanted EEAs, particularly those in the resource industry, 
and that was based on the number of people who have taken up Australian workplace agreements.  The 
government’s intention was to meet that wish.  It could be argued that the small number of people who have 
taken up EEAs indicates a lack of enthusiasm by employees for individual contracts. 
Hon Ray Halligan:  We need a commonwealth agreement because the state agreements are not available, other 
than EEAs.  People did not want EEAs, so they went to AWAs. 

Hon JON FORD:  Most people on AWAs had those arrangements in place before this legislation was 
introduced.  The big difference between EEAs and AWAs is that EEAs provide a real choice.  My experience is 
that an AWA is not a choice, other than a decision on whether the person wants the job.  However, that is not for 
me to argue today.  The house is dealing with this bill.  I expect a few more questions to be asked in committee, 
and I commend the bill to the house. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time.  

Committee 

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Graham Giffard) in the chair; Hon Jon Ford (Minister for Fisheries) 
in charge of the bill. 

Clause 1:  Short title - 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  This may be the only opportunity to ask a couple of general questions.  Now that the 
minister has advisers with him, I seek advice regarding appointment with tenure.  No definition of tenure is 
provided.  I understand the normal meaning of the word.  It seems that the principal act specifies no period, other 
than the requirement to retire at the age of 65 years.  Therefore, the tenure is indefinite to that time. 
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Hon JON FORD:  That is correct: the tenure is up to the retirement age. 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  It is indicated that the current President of the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission will retire on 5 October.  I take it that is because he has reached the age of 65 years. 

Hon JON FORD:  That is correct.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.   

Clause 4:  Section 16 amended - 
Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  Section 16 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 is headed -  

Powers and duty of President and Chief Commissioner 
The subsections refer to the chief commissioner’s consulting with the president, but I see no duties or powers of 
the president.  For clarification, can the minister advise the role of the president during these transitional phases? 

Hon JON FORD:  There will be no change; the existing powers will be unchanged. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 5 put and passed. 

Clause 6:  Section 17 amended - 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  Section 17 provides for the situation in which the office of president is vacant.  
Proposed new subsection (1b) reads - 

An Acting President appointed under subsection (1a) holds office for such period, not longer than 2 
years -  

And - 

. . . is eligible for reappointment.  

I hear what has been said about the reason for the period being set at not longer than two years, but other sections 
of the act refer to such period as the Governor determines.  Why have we departed from that?  The Governor will 
only make these decisions on the advice of the government.  Now we are going down a different path.  Section 
17(1) of the act reads - 

Where a member of the Commission is, or is expected to be, unable to attend to his duties under this 
Act, whether on account of illness or otherwise, the Governor may appoint a person to be Acting 
President, Acting Chief Commissioner, Acting Senior Commissioner or an Acting Commissioner, as 
the case may require, for such period as the Governor determines. 

That seems pretty broad to me.  I am guessing that there is a technicality in the fact that section 17(1) of the act 
refers to the position being filled at that point in time, but the person in that position being unable to act, and I 
can understand why the government would want to provide for the position becoming vacant.  However, there 
are many provisions in the act that allow the Governor to determine the period.  The government wants to amend 
section 17 by adding the words in proposed subsection (1b) - 

An Acting President appointed under subsection (1a) holds office for such period, not longer than 2 
years . . .  

It does not make complete sense to me why the government is going down that path and locking itself into the 
period of two years, when it might take three.  Admittedly the amendment provides for such a person to be 
eligible for reappointment, but no further period is specified.  There is no mention of the period being no longer 
than two years, so it appears to be indefinite.  To me, it is all over the place.  Can the minister please explain? 

Hon JON FORD:  On the advice of parliamentary counsel, this provision has been included to show that the 
appointment is genuinely to be of a temporary nature.  We will not be offering a 10-year contract.  The intention 
of the government is that it be a temporary arrangement until the new bill is brought into the Parliament.  
However, if for whatever reason - such as the debates currently taking place in Canberra - the period is extended, 
another six months may be required.  This clause will allow the appointment to be extended for six months, 
without unduly disrupting the activities of the commission.  It is not intended to extend the appointment year 
after year.  

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  I understand the explanation, but I still think it is convoluted.  The government is 
backing it each way.  It is trying to be specific by saying the period will be no longer than two years, while the 
minister says that any reappointment will be for only a short time.  However, who knows what will happen in the 
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future?  There is no limit to the reappointment, but there is a limit to the initial time of acting in the position.  It 
just seems odd.  Nothing is being introduced in the nature of what already exists in the act, such as a provision 
for such period as the Governor determines, which is a decision for the government anyway.  

Hon JON FORD:  I understand the arguments put by Hon Ray Halligan.  Although we are talking about a 
reappointment, it is, by that provision, an appointment, limited to a period of two years.  

Hon Ray Halligan:  Not the reappointment?  

Hon JON FORD:  No; although we are saying it is a reappointment, under the act, from the perspective of the 
parliamentary counsel and of the government, it is regarded as an appointment.  I understand that the opposition 
may have done this in a different way, but the government has chosen to take this approach because its intention 
is to bring in the new legislation within two years.  

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  At least it is on the public record now.  My main concern was to find out the intent, 
and that is what the minister has explained - that the government wanted that flexibility.  It believes that certain 
things would be done within that two-year period, but it does not have a crystal ball, just as I have none, so it has 
given itself the safety net of a further extension, should it be required.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 7:  Section 18 amended - 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  I spoke earlier about the fact that this clause provides for duplication in the position.  
One incumbent will be just finishing his run - if I can put it that way - by concluding a particular matter, and the 
same position can also be filled by a new incumbent, who can then deal only with new matters.  There could well 
be a period in which two commissioners hold down the one position.  Has any consideration been give to how 
long that retiring or expiring commissioner may have to be in that position?  Is it likely to extend over a two to 
three-year period? 

Hon JON FORD:  My belief, and that of the government, is that the government would act on the 
recommendation of the president or chief commissioner, depending upon the circumstances.  I imagine that if a 
new proceeding had just been started when a commissioner retired, and it was envisaged that that proceeding 
would go on for a year, in that case it would probably start again, to allow that person to retire.  However, if a 
matter had been running for a long period and had only a month or two to go, the outgoing commissioner would 
be replaced but would also be allowed to complete that matter before retiring from the bench.  

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  I thank the minister for that explanation; I thought that would be the case.  Is there any 
indication of the ages of the commissioners?  The only reason I ask is that the retirement age is set at 65 in the 
act, and if a commissioner reaches that age, the act states that, even if he has an ongoing matter, he must retire.  
Is that the case?  

Hon JON FORD:  A commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission will serve past 
that age only to complete outstanding matters.  That is the current position also. 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  Section 10 of the act “Age limit for members of Commission” states -  

A person who has attained the age of 65 years is ineligible for appointment as a member of the 
Commission and each member of the Commission shall retire from his office upon attaining the age of 
65 years. 

Which section of the act allows commissioners to continue in their position after they have reached the age of 
65? 

Hon JON FORD:  Section 18 “Extension of an appointment” states - 

(1) Notwithstanding the retirement of a member of the Commission or the expiry of the period for 
which an acting member of the Commission has been appointed under this Act, the Governor 
may extend his period of office for such further period as the Governor determines, in order to 
enable him to complete all matters, proceedings, or inquiries that he has entered upon and has 
not completed before the retirement or the expiry. 

Section 18 is the relevant section.  It is not in close proximity to the section to which the member referred and is, 
therefore, easy to miss. 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  I accept that that probably does cover the situation.  However, although the wording 
covers many areas, it does not specifically target the situation I mentioned.  Does the description “retirement” 
mean the commissioner must have reached the age of 65?  That appears to be the case. 
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Hon Jon Ford:  It would be nice to have that section follow straight after the section to which the member 
referred. 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  It is there now, and I understand the situation. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 8 put and passed. 
Clause 9:  Section 98 amended - 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  This clause amends section 98 of the Industrial Relations Act, which is concerned 
with industrial inspectors.  Is the minister able to explain what is meant by the statement in the second reading 
speech that -  

Although industrial inspectors may bring enforcement proceedings, they do not have full access to their 
powers under the Industrial Relations Act to actually investigate suspected breaches. 

I refer to the words “full access”.  Section 98(2) of the IR act states - 

Subject to this Act, an Industrial Inspector shall perform such duties and shall make such investigations 
and reports in relation to the observance of the provisions of this Act, the regulations and of any award, 
industrial agreement or order, as the Minister directs. 

That seems to me as though industrial inspectors are able to investigate matters.  I assume something is meant by 
the words “full access”.  Will the minister please explain what it means? 

Hon JON FORD:  Currently inspectors are not able to investigate employer-employee agreements or the 
implied minimum conditions of employment under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  Full access 
means full access as provided for under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. 

Hon Ray Halligan:  Do you believe that will definitely cover everything and be the fullest access that the 
inspector might require? 

Hon JON FORD:  That is the intention of the bill. 

Clause put and passed. 

Title - 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN:  If I may have the indulgence of the minister, I will generally canvass one matter 
regarding clause 20 of the explanatory memorandum, which states -  

New section 18(3) will enable the Governor to both extend a retired member’s period of office under 
section 18(1) and appoint a new member to that office.  The IR Act does not currently enable this to 
occur.  This means, for example, that while a retired President’s office may be extended to complete 
outstanding matters, no new matters involving the President may be commenced. 

I believe I understand its intention.  However, the wording is not totally clear because it says “retired”, which is 
past tense.  Therefore, the position is left vacant.  We will now have an acting president yet the memorandum 
states that no new matters can be undertaken.  Is that related to this new clause that will be inserted?  When I 
read that, its meaning is not clear to me. 

Hon JON FORD:  Currently under the act, if a president retired while he was presiding over matters of the full 
bench and had been dealing with the registration or deregistration of a union or appeals etc, the bench would 
have to be reconstituted.  It would have to start again.  The measure to which the member has referred would 
allow those matters to continue. 

Title put and passed. 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 
Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Jon Ford (Minister for Fisheries), and passed. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 
 


